CIRCLE OF INDIGENOUS DAYS
MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND

SOCIAL & SCHOOLS CULTURE DAY
FRIDAY MAY 26, 2023

9:00-12:00  TEEPEE RAISING
            GARY LAPOINTE

10:00      GROUND BLESSING (ALL 4 DAYS)
            JAY HOLLINGSWORTH

11:00      M/C: WELCOMING
            RANDY VENDIOLA

12:00      PLAINS STYLE SOCIAL DANCING
            UNKITAWA (WADE BROKENNOSE)
            SPEARFISH

1:00       COASTAL DANCING
            HAAN-DEI-A-JEN KLINGKIT
            JAN PEELE

2:00       SOCIAL DANCING
            TBD (CHECK PROGRAM GUIDE)

3:00       INTER-TRIBAL COMMUNITY DANCING
            SPEARFISH
            UNKITAWA

4:00       SOCIAL DANCING
            AZTEC DANCERS
            CALPULLI MITOTILISTLLI CENTEOTL

5:00       DEMONSTRATION ARTS AND CRAFTS

*****6:00  FOLKLIFE SCHEDULES

***** INTERTRIBAL DANCING
***** UN-ANNOUNCED SPECIAL PERFORMERS
***** STORYTELLING, ARTS AND CRAFTS DEMONSTRATIONS
***** INDEGINOUS VENDORS
TRADITIONAL SHOWCASE
SATURDAY MAY 27, 2023

8:00      SET-UP

10:00     GROUND BLESSING
          JAY HOLLINGSWORTH

11:00     M/C WELCOMING
          TBD

11:45     PAUL CHEOKETEN WAGNER
          COAST SALISH STORYTELLER/SINGER

12:30     RENEE ROMANNOSE
          STORY TELLER/SINGER
          CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO
          OKLAHOMA

1:00      PETER ALI
          FLUTIST/STORY TELLER

1:45      RYAN YELLOWJOHN
          SHOSHONE/BANNACK/QUECHAN
          CHAMPION MENS HOOP DANCER

2:15      HAAN-DEI-A-JEN KLINGKET DANCERS
          COASTAL FAMILY

3:00      RANDALL KIMBALL
          HAIDA FOLK/BLUES SINGER

4:00      UTOPIA
          PACIFIC ISLANDERS
          UNITED TERRITORIES OF PACIFIC ISLANDERS ALLIANCE

5:00      JP FALCON GRADY
          ACOUSTIC/ROCK/BLUES/COUNTRY
          BLACKFEET
          BROWNING MONTANA

6:00      JAY DOGS
          FOLK/BLUES

****** INTERTRIBAL DANCING
****** UN-ANNOUNCED SPECIAL PERFORMERS
****** STORYTELLING, ARTS AND CRAFTS DEMONSTRATIONS
****** INDEGINOUS VENDORS
INDEIGENOUS CELEBRATION
SUNDAY MAY 28, 2023

10:00        GROUND BLESSING
              JAY HOLLINGSWORTH

10:45        M/C WELCOMING
              JOBAY WILLIAMS

11:00        KEVIN CUMMINGS
              ACUSTIC BLUES

12:00        PAUL WAGNER
              FLUTE PLAYER/STORY TELLER

1:00         RIBBON SKIRT CONTEST

130          VICKY SOBOLOF
              ALASKAN CHILDREN GROUP

2:15         SWAL KANIM
              VIOLIN SOLOIST/STORY TELLER

3:00         J.P. FALCON GRADY
              ACOUSTIC/ROCK/BLUES/COUNTRY
              BLACKFEET
              BROWNING MONTANA

4:00         RYAN YELLOWJOHN
              HOOP DANCER
              SHOSHONE/BANNACK/QUECHAN

5:00         AZTEC DANCERS
              CALPULLI MITOTILISTLLI CENTEOTL

6:00         JP FALCON BAND
              (3) PIECE ORIGINAL RHYTHM AND BLUES
              FOLK ROCK REGGAE

****** INTERTRIBAL DANCING
****** UN-ANNOUNCED SPECIAL PERFORMERS
****** STORYTELLING, ARTS AND CRAFTS DEMONSTRATIONS
**** INDEGINOUS VENDORS
CVENTS CONTEST POWWOW
MONDAY MAY 29TH, 2023

10:00 Grounds Blessing
   JAY HOLLINGSWORTH

11:00 M/C-A/D WELCOMING
   JOBAY WILLIAMS
   RANDY VENDIOLA

ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST REGISTER

11:15 VETERANS HONORING AT THE SEATTLE CENTER AMPHITHEATER
   ZOE MIX: STAR SPANGLED BANNER

11:30 First Call: ALL DRUMS/Flag Bearers. Dancers and Veterans
   Prepare for Grand Entry

   ASSIGNED JUDGES TAKE POSITION

11:45 Welcoming: Ken Workman

12:00 Grand Entry

*REGISTERED DANCERS MUST PARTICIPATE TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR CONTEST

Distinguished Elders Prayer:
Flag Bearers introductions and Greetings
Introduction of Veterans

HONORARIUMS/BLANKETS

1:00 Veterans Honor Dance

1:15 INTRIBALS/SPOT CHECK

2:00 Tiny Tots
2:30 CONTEST DANCING

JUNIOR GIRLS ALL CATEGORIES
1ST PLACE: 125
2ND PLACE: 75
3RD PLACE: 50

JUNIOR BOYS ALL CATEGORIES
1ST PLACE: 125
2ND PLACE: 75
3RD PLACE: 50

TEEN GIRLS ALL CATEGORIES
1ST PLACE: 125
2ND PLACE: 75
3RD PLACE: 50

TEEN BOYS ALL CATEGORIES
1ST PLACE: 125
2ND PLACE: 75
3RD PLACE: 50

ADULT WOMAN ALL CATEGORIES
1ST PLACE: 300
2ND PLACE: 200
3RD PLACE: 100

ADULT MEN ALL CATEGORIES
1ST PLACE: 300
2ND PLACE: 200
3RD PLACE: 100

5:00 ALL DANCERS/ALL CATEGORY'S SPECIAL

6:00 EXIT COLORS

*** JUDGES ANNOUNCE CONTEST WINNERS

7:00 CONCLUDE/CLEAN-UP